This flowchart is intended to provide a convenient and generic overview of the discipline continuum as required in Sections 343.274 through 343.282 and 343.286 of Chapter 343. Each facility shall define a minor rule infraction and a major rule violation as it is appropriate for its respective program.

1. **No due process requirements**
2. **Resident alleged to have committed a**
   - **Minor Rule Infraction**
   - Disciplinary seclusion is prohibited as a sanction

   - **Resident assigned to Room Restriction**
     - no longer than 90 minutes ($§343.286$)
   - **Resident receives sanction without Room Restriction**
   - **Resident receives no sanction**

3. **If Minor Rule Infraction constitutes a Texas Penal Code offense of a Class B Misdemeanor or higher, offense shall be reported to law enforcement ($§343.274$)**

4. **Resident alleged to have committed a**
   - **Major Rule Violation**

   - **Resident shall receive a written notice of the alleged Major Rule Violation within 24 hours of the rule violation ($§343.274$)**

   - **Resident assigned to Room Restriction**
     - no longer than 90 minutes ($§343.286$)
   - **IF REQUESTED BY RESIDENT**
   - **Resident assigned to Disciplinary Seclusion ($§343.288$)**
   - **Resident receives sanction without Room Restriction**
   - **Resident receives sanction without Room Restriction or Disciplinary Seclusion**

   - **If Major Rule Violation constitutes a Texas Penal Code offense of a Class B Misdemeanor or higher, offense shall be reported to law enforcement ($§343.274$)**

   - **Resident may waive process ($§343.274 and §343.278$)**

   - **Informal Disciplinary Review**
     - for seclusion occurs within 25 hours of disciplinary seclusion unless resident is not willing to participate ($§343.274$)

   - **Formal Disciplinary Review for seclusion longer than 24 hours occurring no later than 72 hours unless resident is released prior to 72 hours ($required - §343.278$)**

   - **Informal Disciplinary Review is only required if facility has incorporated as part of due process in P&P ($§343.274$)**

5. **Formal Disciplinary Review shall occur within 10 calendar days ($§343.276$)**

6. **If resident requests an Appeal, resident has 7 days from the disposition date of the Formal Disciplinary Review to request an appeal to an impartial person/board. Appeal shall occur within 30 calendar days from request ($§343.282$)**